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Abstract—Users of social networks can be connected with
each other by different communities according to professions,
living locations and personal interests. As each user on the social
network platforms stores and shows a large amount of personal
data, the privacy protection raises as a major concern. This
paper establishes a game theoretic framework to model users’
interactions to influence users’ strategies to take the privacy
protection or not. To model the relationship of user communities,
we introduce the community-structured evolutionary dynamics.
Users’ interactions can only happen among those who have at
least one common community. Then we analyze the dynamics
of users’ privacy protection behavior based on the proposed
community structured evolutionary game theoretic framework.
Results show that social network managers need to provide
appropriate security service b and payment mechanism c to
ensure that cost performance b/c is larger than the critical
cost performance, which can promote the spread of the privacy
security behavior over the network. Moreover, results can help
to design appropriate structure of the social network and control
the convergence speed that all users take the privacy protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have seen unprecedented development of the

social network applications. Emerging online social networks,

such as Facebook and Twitter, are inherently designed to

enable people to distribute and share personal and public

information [1]. In addition, social connections among friends,

cooperators, and even strangers of peculiar interest are estab-

lished via these online social networks. However, as allowing

their users to host large amounts of personal data on their plat-

forms, important concerns regarding the security, especially

the privacy security, of the user related information raise with

the rapid technological development in areas such as social

networking, online applications and cloud commuting [2],

[3]. How to protect users’ personal information to ensure the

privacy security, which can gain users’ trust and encourage

them to participate into the social network, has become one

of critical problems for social network managers.

In response, many privacy protection mechanisms have

been studied from many aspects to improve the security

of users’ data [4], [5], [6]. Game theory and evolutionary

game theory (EGT) have been applied to comprehend and

to interpret the interactions among users regarding personal

information security. In [7], researchers formulated a non-

cooperative security information sharing game. A model of

evolutionary game between social network sites and users was

established from the perspective of privacy concerns in [8].

In [9], the network security and privacy in multi-hop network

were modeled as a game among the nodes. On the other hand,

the influence of the users’ behaviors also plays an important

role on the selection and spreading of privacy protection over

social networks. Results of [10] demonstrated that the mes-

sages directly influenced political self-expression, information

seeking and real world voting behavior of millions of people.

It was suggested in [11] that if the goal of policy is to

adequately protect privacy, then we need to protect individuals

with minimal requirement of informed and rational decision

making that includes a baseline framework of protection.

Most current research on privacy protection and behavior

spreading considers a social network of a regular, random,

and flattened topology. Then users connect with each other,

and the influence of users’ behaviors is spread over the entire

social network accordingly. However, in a real social network,

the relationship among users are much more complicated than

above models. Moreover, the interaction and influence between

any two users largely depends on how close the relationship

between these two users is. In this research, we model the

population of social networks as a community structure to

discuss the connections of users in a more appropriate and

accurate way. By this model, we may successfully analyze the

spreading of the privacy protection behavior over the network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the community structure based evolutionary game formulation

is described. The privacy protection among users belonging

to K communities is analyzed in Section III. Simulations are

shown in Section IV, and conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. COMMUNITY STRUCTURED EVOLUTIONARY GAME

A. Basic Conception of Evolutionary Game

Consider an evolutionary game (EG) with r strategies χ=
{1, 2,· · ·, r} and a payoff matrix U, which is an r× r matrix

with entry umn denoting the payoff for strategy m versus

strategy n. The system state of the game can be denoted as p=
[p1, p2,· · ·, pr]T. In this case, the average mean payoff within

a population in state q= [q1, q2,· · ·, qr]′ against a population

in state p is q′Up. Then a state p∗ is an Evolutionary Stable



State (ESS), if and only if p∗ satisfies following conditions

for all different states q �= p [12]: q′Up∗ ≤p∗′Up∗, and if

q′Up∗ = p∗′Up∗, p∗′Uq> q′Uq. An approach to find the

ESS is to find the stable point p∗ = argp (dp/dt=0) of the

network state dynamics, if it exists [13].

The users with evolutionary actions are considered as

discrete and non-overlapping updated generations, and the

amount of users is a constant. All users update at the same

time. Users imitate other users’ communities and security

behaviors in the new update proportional to their fitness [13],

which means that if one user has a higher fitness, other

users tend to imitate his current strategy and community

memberships in the following update with a high probability.

Define that the inheritance of the community memberships

occurs with deviate rate v, and the inheritance of the strategies

subjects to deviate rate u. A user adopts the imitated user’s

community memberships with probability 1−v, or adopts a

random configuration, which includes that of the imitated user,

with probability v. Similarly, an offspring adopts the imitated

user’s strategy with probability 1− u, or adopts a random

strategy with probability u.

B. Community-Structured Evolutionary Game Formulation

Assume that a social network can provide a higher grade

of security, i.e., privacy protection, for users’ privacy. This

additional security service can be obtained only by those users

who have accepted terms ruled by the network, such as that

users have to complete real-name authentication or pay for the

service. We consider that this service is not mandatory.

In current social networks, users are allowed to join multiple

but a limited number of communities according to their

professions or personal interests. For instance, the Facebook

Groups establish different communities. Therefore, each user

hold multiple friendship relations with the users in the same

community. The closeness of the relationship between two

uses can be measured by the number of the communities they

sharing. Assume that users are allowed to change communities,

Consider that user interactions can only happen between indi-

viduals belonging to the same community. In addition, some of

users’ information is accessed only to their friends. Based on

these premises above, we assume that the information of both

of the user and his friends can be protected by the network

to some extent if the user take the privacy protection, even

if his friends do not take the same action. Meanwhile, the

information of his friends not taking the privacy protection

can also be protected by the network although without any

contributions of these users. Taking Facebook for instance,

the Timeline of an user can only be seen by his friends. If

the user’s friend take the privacy protection or some other

information security services, the accessible information of

this user can be also protected on some level.

The privacy protection over a social network shares

fundamental similarities with the strategy updating in the

community-structured EGT. Social network users are the play-

ers in the EG. Each of these users has two possible strategies,

i.e., to take or not take the privacy protection provided by

the network, denoted by Sp and Sn, respectively. The strategy

taking the privacy protection can be considered as the security

behavior, and otherwise, insecurity behavior. Meanwhile, a

users’ payoff matrix can be defined as

Sp Sn

Sp

Sn

(
βb− c b− c

b 0

)
,

(1)

where b > 0 is the baseline security benefit received by the

user resulting from that he/she or his friend takes the privacy

protection. c>0 denotes the cost that users taking the privacy

protection need to pay for the protection service. In addition,

when both of the interacted users take strategy Sp, two of them

will obtain higher safety benefit βb, where β>1. The payoff

will be zero when neither of the interacted friends selects the

privacy protection service, then no pay or gain for them.

Based on the definitions above, ratio b/c or βb/c, which can

be defined as the cost performance, is a crucial parameter. It

can help social network managers to make appropriate security

service level and payment mechanism to encourage users to

accept the security service, and then promote the spreading

of the security behavior. So it is necessary to investigate the

interaction between users with opposite security behavior, and

figure out the question that whether dynamics on a community

structured population allows the evolution of security behavior.

Consider a social network with N users distributed over M
communities. Each user belongs to K (K≤M ) communities.

In addition, each user has a strategy index si∈{0, 1}, which is

defined as that si=1 when user i takes the privacy protection

strategy Sp, or si = 0, otherwise. Then the social network

state can be given by a strategy vector s = [s1, s2,· · ·, sN ]
and a matrix ΘN×M , whose entry θim (i= 1, 2,· · ·, N , m=
1, 2,· · ·,M ) is 1 if user i belongs to community m, and θim=
0, otherwise. Define Θ = [θ1, θ2,· · ·, θN ]

T
, where θi is the

vector giving the community membership of user i. Then the

number of communities that users i and j having in common

can be expressed by θi ·θj , where · denotes the dot product.

We assume that two users interact as many times as the

number of their common communities, and the self-interaction

is ignored in our work. For each interaction, the fitness of user

i is determined by (1). Then the total fitness of user i of the

community-structured social network can be written as

πi=1+α
∑
j �=i

(θi · θj) [(β − 2) bsisj+(b− c) si+bsj ], (2)

where α represents the relative contribution of the game to

fitness. The cases α→0 and α=1 denote the weak selection

and strong selection, respectively. An example of the update

process is shown in Fig. 1, in which user U1 picks user U2,

and adopts U2’s security strategy and community associations.

III. PRIVACY PROTECTION AMONG USERS BELONGING TO

K COMMUNITIES

A. Evolution of Security Behavior on Communities

Assume that users can change their community member-

ships and security behaviors to get better user security experi-



Fig. 1. An example of security strategy and associations evolution over a
social network with a community-structured population. N = 5, M = 4 and
K = 2. The broken lines indicate the weighted interaction.

ence. This change can be considered as the update. By times of

updates, the behavior with higher fitness tends to be imitated

and can spread among the users in the network. Moreover, the

community and strategy deviation can also make sense on the

behavior spreading. On the one hand, when an user imitates

anther one for a better security experience, he/she only imitates

the community membership. On the other hand, a user might

only imitate another user’s security behavior but not change

some or all of his previous communities because of interests.

These two situations bring security behavior (strategy) devia-

tion and community deviation, respectively, as mentioned in

Section II-A. We still use u and v to denote the rates of strategy

deviation and community deviation, respectively.

Define the user state as (p, 1−p), where p is the frequency

of the users selecting strategy Sp. Our ultimate goal is to derive

the ESS (p∗, 1−p∗) that ensures the evolution of security

behavior, i.e., users select strategy Sp more frequently than

Sn. To find out the ESS of the system state dynamic, we need

to analyze the effect of imitation and deviation on the average

change in p. Since that the average value of p is a constant,

the two effects must cancel [14]. Then we can get

〈p̂〉imi + 〈p̂〉dev = 0, (3)

where 〈p̂〉imi and 〈p̂〉dev denote the effect of imitation and devi-

ation, respectively, and they are both the continuous functions

of α. Consider the weak selection situation that α = 0, and

〈p̂〉imi = 0 + α 〈p̂〉(1)dev + o
(
α2

)
, (4)

where 〈p̂〉(1)imi is the first derivative of 〈p̂〉imi with α=0, and the

third equality is according to Taylor’s Theorem. When 〈p̂〉(1)imi >
0, the amount of users who take the privacy protection due to

the imitation increases, which means that the user’s decision

tends to be the security behavior. Contrarily, if 〈p̂〉(1)imi <0, the

user’s decision tends to be not taking the privacy protection.

B. Finding the Critical Ratio

In order to obtain the critical parameter value of cost per-

formance, we must have 〈p̂〉(1)imi = 0. In this work, we analyze

the neutral stationary state and get the general expression of

cost performance. We provide the critical cost performance

(βb/c)
∗

in the limit of weak selection as Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. In a social network with N users, every user
belongs to exactly K communities. There are two strategies
Sp and Sn for users. Interactions are only allowed among
users sharing communities in common. For each user, the
payoff matrix is given by (1). The deviate rates of community
membership imitation and strategy imitation are given by v
and u, respectively. The critical cost performance that keeps
the neutral stationary state is given by(
βb

c

)∗
=1+

μ+υ+3

μ+υ+1
· Kυ (μ+υ+2)+M (μ+1)

Kυ (μ+υ+2)+M (μ+2υ+3)
, (5)

where υ = 2Nv and μ = 2Nu. For μ → 0, we have(
βb

c

)∗
= 1 +

υ + 3

υ + 1
· Kυ (υ + 2) +M

Kυ (υ + 2) +M (2υ + 3)
. (6)

For the space limitation, we provide the detailed proof in

[15]. Theorem 1 gives the critical cost performance (b/c)
∗

or (βb/c)
∗
. In the equilibrium distribution of the imitation-

deviation process, if the cost performance exceeds this critical

value, the users in the social network will select the strategy

of privacy protection more frequently than the other strategy,

i.e., taking no privacy protection, which will promote the

diffusion of security behaviors among the network. Moreover,

consider (βb/c)
∗

provided in Theorem 1 as a function of

K/M , and we take the derivative of (βb/c)
∗

with respect

to K/M , then we get
∂(βb/c)∗

∂(K/M) > 0. So (βb/c)
∗

increases

with increasing K/M . Hence, for a social network with M
communities, the best choice for social network managers to

set the minimize (βb/c)
∗

is allowing their users to belong to

only one community, i.e., K=1.

C. Privacy Protection with L-Triggering Game

In a social network, the interaction between two users

sometimes depends on the strength of their connection, which

could be measured by the number of communities that they

have in common. Specifically, user i and j are sharing a

close relationship, which means that they have many interested

communities in common. As a result, most information of user

j is accessible for user i. In this case, if user i selects the

privacy protection, user j’s personal information even privacy

information can be protected to a great extent. Conversely,

if the amount of the two users’ common communities is

really small, for instance, user i and j coming from different

countries just join the same travel community because of their

annual leaves, then the relationship between the two users is

actually quite weak and there is little personal information can

be accessed for each other. In this case, user j cannot benefit

from user i’s selection of privacy protection.

In response, we generalize the model, in which the users’ in-

teraction happens as long as they have at least one community

in common, into a L-triggering game situation in this section.

In the extended model, users only influence each other if they

have at least a minimum number of common communities, L.

In a social network, if an user taking the privacy protection i
meets another user j in θi · θj communities, then i interacts

θi ·θj times if θi ·θj≥L, otherwise, the game between them is
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Fig. 2. Critical cost performance (βb/c)∗ versus community deviate rate υ.

not triggered. We call this mechanism as L-triggering game.

We notice that L=1 degenerates to the previous model. The

analysis of cost performance at the end of this section indicates

that large values of L lead to that users with security behavior

are more imitative in choosing with whom to imitate. Next, we

will analyze the impact of L-triggering game on the critical

cost performance.

Given 1 ≤ L ≤ K. When L = 1, the model is same as of

Section III (B). Then equation (2) can be rewritten as

πi=1+α
∑

j�=i χij (θi · θj) [(β−2) bsisj+(b−c) si+bsj ], (7)

where χij = 1 if θi · θj ≥ L, and χij = 0, otherwise.

According to some mathematical derivations, we obtain the

critical cost performance formulated in equation (6) as(
βb

c

)∗
= 1 +

υ + 3

υ + 1
· K̂υ (υ + 2) +M

K̂υ (υ + 2) +M (2υ + 3)
, (8)

in case that N → ∞ and μ → 0. In (8),

K̂ = M
K

∑K
i=L i

(
K
i

)(
M −K
K − i

)
/
(
M
K

)
. (9)

Due to the space limitation, we also provide the derivation

in [15]. We can notice that K̂=K, if L=1. Comparing with

equation (6), the expressions of (βb/c)
∗
min for non-triggering

game and L-triggering game are much the same, except that

K̂≤K, and the equality holds up if and only if L=1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this part, we perform numerical simulation experiments

to analyze properties and performances of the critical cost

performance and its influential factors such as the community

deviate rate and number of communities of the social network.

First, the community deviate rate v reflects the subjective

selectivity for community memberships. If users select com-

munities depending on their own interest mostly, but not on

those users with high fitness, then v is large. Then we analyze

the effect of the community deviate rate υ=2Nv for different

K and L. The population of the social network is large, i.e.,

N=104 (N→∞), and the number of communities is M=20.

Set the strategy deviate rate as u = 10−4 (u→ 0). Consider
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Fig. 3. Critical cost performance (βb/c)∗ versus communities number M .

the population of the network is constant. Simulation results

of non-triggering and L-triggering game are shown in Fig. 2.

As shown in the results, the critical cost performance (βb/c)
∗

is a U-shaped function of community deviate rate υ. When υ
is small, (βb/c)

∗
tends to be large and all users belong to the

same community. Conversely, when υ is large, the community

affiliations cannot persist for a long time.
As shown in Fig. 2, we notice that for a fixed M , small

values of K can facilitate the evolution of the security be-

havior, which means that the selection of taking the privacy

protection is promoted in the evolution process. Consequently,

when M is given, the best choice for users is to belong to

K = 1 community. With the increasing of K, it is hard for

users taking the privacy protection to avoid the exploitation

by users not taking the privacy protection. But according the

results of the L-triggering game situation, for K=3, if L=2
or L=3, the critical cost performance is smaller than K=1.

These results indicate that belonging to more communities,

i.e., K > 1, can also facilitate the evolution of the security

behavior when the game only happen if users have a certain

minimum number of common communities L.

As shown in Fig. 3, the cost performance decreases as the

number of communities M increases. These results indicate

that more communities are helpful for the spreading of security

behavior, which means that adding community number will

help users to take the privacy protection more frequently.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a community-structured EGT

framework to model and analyze the privacy protection be-

haviors of social network users. We obtain the critical cost

performance, which is an important parameter that can help

to design incentive mechanisms to facilitate the privacy pro-

tection behavior among users. Simulation results demonstrate

that the proposed theoretic framework is effective in modeling

the users’ relationship and security behavior.
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